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Grading Policy

The Purpose of this policy . . .

The IBF does not presume to be more eloquent than Professor Jigoro Kano himself in expressing 
the purpose of Judo when he said “the purpose of Judo is to strengthen body by practising attack 
and defense, to complete the personality by training the mind, and finally to devote oneself to 
society.”   The pathway to achieving such is found in two foundation principles, Jita-Kyoei and 
Seiryoku-Zenyo.  This then is the inspiration for the grading policy – a set of standards to reach, 
step by step through the grades from beginnings to that final goal.  

Every judoka may harbour unique and valid personal reasons for practicing judo, whether it be a 
desire for sporting and competition excellence, health and fitness, self defence, a love of kata, a 
fulfilling social life or the rich cultural history of the martial arts of Japan but ultimately a set of 
standards should serve to connect these goals to Kano`s  vision which he called Kodokan Judo .  

The IBF Australia is principally a standards setting organisation rather than an administrator of 
gradings, thus, the following policy should be read as a set of rank standards rather than a 
procedure manual for examiners which is the subject of another IBF publication.    Accordingly, 
there is quite some scope for examiners to employ assessment methods which they are familiar 
with or which reflect the culture and traditions of their local judo community and which answer the 
needs of the players concerned while still upholding the IBF mission.  

The IBF is driven principally by a passion to be a uniting influence and a paragon of inclusiveness 
towards the true ultimate aims of judo as Kano envisaged, and as such, these standards include 
many “equivalences” and strive to be not excessively prescriptive.  See appendices at end of 
document for guidance on how inclusive and flexible standards can be applied while effectively 
avoiding all risk of such constituting a lowering of standards.  

Gradings are not intended to be a gauge of a straight linear climb up the ladder of judo skills.  The 
emphasis on gradings shift and morph as they progress to illuminate different facets of a judoka`s 
development as he or she progresses.   The grading examiner who keeps these simple 
foundations and ultimate aims of judo uppermost in mind will be able to interpret and apply these 
standards with much greater clarity, relevance and fairness across the widest range of players no 
matter their age, gender, ability, special needs or cultural background

See Appendices at back for . . .
 Dan Grade Application form
 Application Form How-to
 Grading Panelist Checklist

Second Edition 27 January 2021

John Guljas
Director, Judo Department
IBF Oceania (Australia)



Kyu Grades

Go Kyu
Mons (U10)
3 white stripe

Yonen (U13)
2 white stripe

Shonen (U16)
1 white stripe

Seinen (16+)

Time in Rokyu N/A N/A N/A

Ukemi All All All

Nage Waza 2 4 8

Osae Waza 1 2 4

Shime Waza N/A N/A 2

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 1

Knowledge Novice Novice Novice

Etiquette Novice Novice Novice

Renwaku Waza N/A N/A N/A

Kaeshi Waza N/A N/A N/A

Randori N/A N/A N/A

Contest N/A N/A N/A

Kata N/A N/A N/A

Service N/A N/A N/A

Jita-Kyoei Addressed *

Seiryoku-Zenyo Addressed *

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Junior and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.  

* Addressed The student shows some surface grasp of a concept or it is obvious that the coach has exposed the 
student to at least the basics of a concept.

* Explained The student can describe the concept even if at that point deep understanding is not yet evident.

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached.

+   or 
+ variants

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.  



Yon Kyu
Mons (U10)
3 white stripe

Yonen (U13)
2 white stripe

Shonen (U16)
1 white stripe

Seinen (16+)

Time in Gokyu N/A N/A N/A

Ukemi All All All

Nage Waza 4 8 16

Osae Waza 2 4 4 +

Shime Waza N/A N/A 4

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 2

Knowledge Novice Novice Novice

Etiquette Novice Novice Novice

Renwaku Waza N/A N/A N/A

Kaeshi Waza N/A N/A N/A

Randori Optional * Basic * Competent *

Contest N/A N/A Optional *

Kata N/A N/A N/A

Service N/A N/A N/A

Jita-Kyoei Addressed * Addressed * Explained *

Seiryoku-Zenyo Addressed * Addressed * Explained *

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Junior and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.  

* Addressed The student shows some surface grasp of a concept or it is obvious that the coach has exposed the 
student to at least the basics of a concept.

* Explained The student can describe the concept even if at that point deep understanding is not yet evident.

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached.

+   or 
+ variants

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.  



San Kyu
Mons (U10)
3 white stripe

Yonen (U13)
2 white stripe

Shonen (U16)
1 white stripe

Seinen (16+)

Time in Yonkyu N/A N/A N/A

Ukemi All All All

Nage Waza 8 12 24

Osae Waza 2 4 6

Shime Waza N/A N/A 6

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 4

Knowledge Novice Median Median

Etiquette Novice Median Median

Renwaku Waza N/A 1 2

Kaeshi Waza N/A 1 2

Randori Competent Competent Competent

Contest N/A Optional Optional proxy

Kata N/A N/A Nage no Kata set 1

Service N/A N/A Optional

Jita-Kyoei Explained Explained Emerging

Seiryoku-Zenyo Explained Explained Emerging

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Junior and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.  

* Addressed The student shows some surface grasp of a concept or it is obvious that the coach has exposed the 
student to at least the basics of a concept.

* Explained The student can describe the concept even if at that point deep understanding is not yet evident.

* Emerging Not only can the student explain a concept, there is also clear evidence that the concept  is emerging
as an integral part of their approach to judo.  

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached.

+   or 
+ variants

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.  



Ni Kyu
Mons (U10)
3 white stripe

Yonen (U13)
2 white stripe

Shonen (U16)
1 white stripe

Seinen (16+)

Time in Sankyu ≈ 6 months ≈ 6 months ≈ 6 months

Ukemi All All All

Nage Waza 16 24 32

Osae Waza 4 6 + variants 6 + variants

Shime Waza N/A N/A 6 + variants

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 4 + variants

Knowledge Novice Median Median

Etiquette Novice Median Median

Renwaku Waza 1 2 4

Kaeshi Waza 1 2 4

Randori Competent Competent Competent

Contest N/A Optional proxy Proxy (5 wins)

Kata N/A N/A Nage no Kata 1 role

Service N/A N/A Optional

Jita-Kyoei Emerging Emerging Developed

Seiryoku-Zenyo Emerging Emerging Developed

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Junior and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.  

Time in previous grade - ≈ x months (approximately x months) is a guide only and depends on participation levels.

* Emerging Not only can the student explain a concept, there is also clear evidence that the concept  is emerging
as an integral part of their approach to judo.  

* Developed The concept is fully understood by the student who is actively attempting to incorporate it into his or 
her daily practice and approach.

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached.

+   or 
+ variants

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves, counters, small variations etc.  

* Proxy Generally required, but if not assessed for any reason must be proxied by some other testable skill or
knowledge or service of equal or preferably greater difficulty and as much as is practical to be of the 
same genre of ability, e.g. absence of contest points might be proxied with a more demanding randori
or kata demonstration; absence of refereeing skills proxied by outstanding club service or historical or
kata knowledge. 



Ik Kyu
Mons (U10)
3 white stripe

Yonen (U13)
2 white stripe

Shonen (U16)
1 white stripe

Seinen (16+)

Time in Rokyu ≈ 12 months ≈ 12 months ≈ 12 months

Ukemi All All All

Nage Waza 24 32 40

Osae Waza 4 6 + variants 6 + variants

Shime Waza N/A N/A 6 + variants

Kansetsu Waza N/A N/A 4 + variants

Knowledge Median Comprehensive Comprehensive

Etiquette Median Comprehensive Comprehensive

Renwaku Waza 2 4 6

Kaeshi Waza 2 4 6

Randori Competent Competent Competent

Contest N/A Optional proxy Proxy  (8 wins)

Kata N/A N/A Nage no Kata 1 role

Service N/A N/A Optional

Jita-Kyoei Emerging Developed Embedded

Seiryoku-Zenyo Emerging Developed Embedded

Half Grades - Clubs may elect to divide Junior and Special Needs gradings into :”half” gradings in order to make the 
steps more achievable and issue modified or striped belts to signify such half gradings.  

Time in previous grade - ≈ x months (approximately x months) is a guide only and depends on participation levels.

* Emerging Not only can the student explain a concept, there is also clear evidence that the concept  is emerging
as an integral part of their approach to judo.  

* Developed The concept is fully understood by the student who is actively attempting to incorporate it into his or 
her daily practice and approach. 

* Embedded The concept is not only completely understood but is also a solidified and inseparable characteristic 
of a students practical judo and general demeanour. 

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached or surpassed.

+   or 
+ variants

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves and setups, counters, small variations etc.  

* Proxy Generally required, but if not assessed for any reason must be proxied by some other testable skill or
knowledge or service of equal or preferably greater difficulty and as much as is practical to be of the 
same genre of ability, e.g. absence of contest points might be proxied with a more demanding randori
or kata demonstration; absence of refereeing skills proxied by outstanding club service or historical or
kata knowledge. 



Dan Grades

Dan grades are nominally grouped as . . .
 five black belt grades from ShoDan to GoDan as examinable grades in a gradient 

beginning with skills and on-mat excellence and ranging through extensive knowledge and 
finally showing strong evidence of a sense of service in readiness for life in the master 
grades.  

 five service based grades or “master” dan grades from RokuDan to JuDan.  Master grade 
holders may elect to wear a black belt during ordinary club based activities, or optionally, 
particularly at formal events, a red and white belt from 6th to 8th Dan or a red belt for 9th and 
10th Dan.  Master grades are effectively the custodians of judo into the future, not merely 
accomplished judoka.  

Dan grades 1 to 5 are seen as a progression from on mat excellence towards an end point of 
complete development in terms of knowledge, service and ability, both as a practicing judoka and 
as a facilitator of judo through coaching, refereeing, grading and governance.   

1st and 2nd Dans are principally concerned with proving their skills and knowledge on the 
competition mat, in kata and as emerging coaches.  SanDan holders should be able to 
demonstrate that there is no significant facet of judo of which they have no exposure to or 
knowledge of.  While their contest days may be drawing to a close, they should be coaching, 
refereeing or building better clubs and developing those abilities which may well carry them 
forward into the highest black belt grades and onwards into the master grades.  4th and 5th Dans 
need to be in a position of confidence that there are no missing pieces to their judo – serious 
testing of their judo skills and knowledge draws to a close at 5th Dan.  The learning process 
continues of course, but such usually takes direction into some specialty area or perhaps research 
or ongoing high level service beyond that expected of the non-master grades.  

While the master grades are substantially service based grades based largely on the applicants 
entire history of service to judo and a notable record of success in many facets of judo, it is 
sometimes  accompanied by an on-mat grading.  Such is in no way a testable set of skills or kata 
excellence but rather a celebration of a judo life well lived.  It is unusual for a judoka still in their 
younger middle years to gain a master grade but where the applicant is able they may indeed 
perform a kata, usually a kata not associated with the five competitive kata but more often the 
more esoteric kata such as Go no Sen no Kata, Itsutsu no Kata or Koshiki no Kata. This is not 
mandatory of course and the applicant who still enjoys a level of fitness allowing kata such as Ju 
no Kata or Kodokan Goshin Jitsu may well elect to perform such.  

Accordingly, both the applicant and the examiner should clearly encourage this progression from 
skills and knowledge to character development and finally to service.  

Unlike Kyu gradings which are conducted at club level, or occasionally at a combined regional level
and overseen by an accredited examiner (minimum 2 ranks higher), Dan gradings must be 
conducted by a panel of yudansha.  The IBF does not condone or endorse the notion of “in house” 
dan gradings or dan gradings awarded by the applicant`s own instructor.   While the applicant`s 
instructor may very well be a member of such panel, the conduct and composition of the panel 
must be demonstrably unbiased, objective and transparent to the satisfaction of an external or third
party.  



ShoDan 
to 
GoDan

ShoDan NiDan SanDan YonDan GoDan

Min Time
in previous
grade

12 Months 2 Years 3 Years 4 Years 5 Years

Ukemi All All All All All

Nage Waza 40 40 40 40 67

Osae Waza 4 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 8 + variants

Shime Waza 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 8 + variants

Kansetsu 
Waza

6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants 6 + variants

Knowledge Competent Proficient Complete Complete Complete

Etiquette Competent Proficient Complete Complete Complete

Renwaku 
Waza

8 8 12 16 16

Kaeshi 
Waza

8 8 12 16 16

Randori Competent Proficient Exemplary Exemplary Exemplary

Contest Proxy (15 wins) Proxy (10 wins) Proxy Proxy Proxy

Kata Nage no Kata Nage no Kata
Katame no 
Kata

Katame no 
Kata
Kime no 
Kata

Kime no Kata
Ju no Kata

Kodokan 
Goshin Jitsu
Ju no Kata OR 
Kime no Kata

Service Optional Proxy Required Required Required

Jita-Kyoei Embedded Embedded Exemplary Exemplary Exemplary

Seiryoku-
Zenyo

Embedded Embedded Exemplary Exemplary Exemplary

* Embedded The concept is not only completely understood but is also a solidified and inseparable characteristic 
of a students practical judo and general demeanour. 

* Optional Not required however credit is given when such is demonstrated and may help to increase the 
students demonstration that a standard appropriate for that grade has been reached or surpassed.

+   or 
+ variants

Where a waza has a plus sign the standard suggests that associated techniques should be 
demonstrated in concert with the specific   e.g. escapes from Osae waza, moving past legs to 
achieve the technique, preparatory moves and setups, counters, small variations etc.  

* Proxy Generally required, but if not assessed for any reason must be proxied by some other testable skill or
knowledge or service of equal or preferably greater difficulty and as much as is practical to be of the 
same genre of ability, e.g. absence of contest points might be proxied with a more demanding randori
or kata demonstration; absence of refereeing skills proxied by outstanding club service or historical or
kata knowledge. 



RokuDan
to 
JuDan

RokuDan NanaDan HachiDan KuDan JuDan

Min Time
in previous
grade

6 Years 7 Years 8 Years 9 Years 10 Years

Skills The assessment of the master grades are performed over some extended 
period of time using (but not limited to) documented historical records, 
current status and activity, notable contributions to Judo, supporting 
statements from other higher Dan grades, panel hearings in concert with 
National and International consultation.  

Master dan grades could also be granted at the discretion of the panel 
where there is documented exceptional service given and an uncommonly 
high demonstrated standard of elected kata knowledge. 

Knowledge

Service

Jita-Kyoei

Seiryoku-
Zenyo

Footnotes
As inclusive as flexible standards are, they also bring risks, for in allowing flexibility they may be 
seen to allow a dropping of standards. An examiner, in trying to be inclusive and flexible, is 
required to raise the standard every time he or she allows flexibility.  If for example an examiner 
because of some disability on the applicants part  is crediting “service to judo” where the standards
are really calling for on-mat skills (e.g. shiai, kata), then that service should be of a standard and 
vigor that might actually be more demanding than the on-mat requirement.   

Ambiguous standards are always resolved by referring back to the opening statement of this policy
wherein it stated precisely what the purposes of these standards are.  Again, this can be distilled 
down to Professor Jigoro Kano`s own edict . . .

“The purpose of Judo is to strengthen body by 
practicing attack and defense, to complete the 
personality by training the mind, and finally to devote 
oneself to society.”  

First Edition 14 January 2020

John Guljas
Director, Judo Department
IBF Oceania (Australia)

John Guljas



Appendices

On the following pages are a number of forms, checklists and How-to tip sheets associated with the Grading 
Policy . . .

1. For grading examiners – How to Use your Panelist`s Checklist

2. Grading Panelists Checklist

3. For Applicants - How to complete your grading application

4. Dan Grading Application form for existing members

5. Application form for new members or rank ratification



Grading Panelists – How to use your Panelist`s Checklist

Congratulations for being appointed to a Grading Panel – such is afforded only to those Yudansha 
whom the IBF is confident of upholding its strict tenets of quality over quantity and who have 
demonstrated a complete understanding of the IBF mission and our founder`s vision of Judo.   All 
of you have sat on grading panels in the past, perhaps with other organisations and that 
experience is valued; however as an IBF panelist you are assuming final responsibility for the 
calibre of Yudansha who will ultimately be ambassadors for the IBF.   I am entirely confident you 
will serve in this capacity with great honour and integrity.  

John Guljas, Roku Dan
Director, Oceania Judo Department.

The application – why we ask you to check.  Experience has taught us that incomplete 
applications very often never actually get completed.  It is easy for a panel to say “we`ll sort that 
out later”, but in reality there is a real risk that it won`t ever actually be “sorted later” and that 
incomplete application becomes part of the IBF`s permanent record.  In time, the archives hold 
many such partial records with no possibility of them ever being able to be corrected.  

The Assessment – what does “proxy” mean?    This is where you as a panelist exercise discretion. 
Proxy essentially means “in place of” - so for example with higher grades and older applicants the 
typical emphasis on contest points for younger Shodans and the like does not make sense.  Those
points are “proxied” with knowledge or service (or both) to a level that you as a panelist deem 
approriate.  Similarly, a grade might call for a particular kata but the applicant cannot do such kata 
because of age or disability.  You as a panelist must then decide if the “proxied” skill is equal to or 
better than the specified skill.  A judoka may for example submit Ju no Kata as a proxy for Kime no 
Kata because of injury or disability and you, having seen the quality of such kata may deem it 
entirely appropriate “proxy” - particularly if the applicant also can demonstrate knowledge of Kime 
no Kata for the purposes of teaching it.  Refereeing skills may be seen as adequate proxy for 
coaching because the applicant`s club has many high ranking coaches and thus the applicant 
cannot claim credit for coaching duties.   Read and re-read the summation in the policy to make 
certain you know what you are trying to achieve as a panelist.  

What panels MUST discuss – these questions relate principally to questions of character and 
calibre.  The single most searching question directed to any organisation is without doubt that of 
ethics.  Long after everyone has forgotten about skill levels, medals won, numbers enlisted or 
clubs on a map, a failure of ethics is remembered.   And given that Judo is largely about the 
development of people and their character, your job as a panelist is to get this part of the 
assessment right.  It is painful to fail an applicant for any reason, particularly on a question of 
character – but not as painful as the future penalty to you and the entire organisation for turning a 
blind eye that everyone seems to remember forever.  

There is no assumption whatsoever that applicants “deserve” to pass a grading just by virtue of 
attempting such.  Good judoka frequently fail gradings – its no disgrace – far from it; it is an 
opportunity to learn, just as a match loss is.  A good judoka however will indeed pick him or herself 
up after failing and try again and most likely succeed.  If they don`t pick themselves up and try 
again, then you indeed were correct in your initial assessment.   When filling in your checklist as 
the grading progresses, mark with your own frank and honest opinion – do not be swayed by the 
other panelists.  The time to reconcile differing opinions is at the end of the process when the 
senior panelist assembles a final decision from each panelist`s opinion.  If for example, you deem 
a kata a fail but everyone else seems to think it was good, mark it a fail – you might have seen 
errors that no one else noticed – you might be right!  Discussion will soon resolve it.  

Your panelist checklist is on the next page.  Have it in front of you as you assess from the table 
alongside your colleagues.  
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Dan Grading Panelist`s Checklist

The application
Where an item is required but not present, it may be proxied with another creditable item.  For example if additional 
contest points are submitted in lieu of a second kata or service, enter in the comments column “proxied - (contest)”

Item Yes  No Comment

Personal details complete?

Is it signed and dated

If applicable, are there enough contest credits

If applicable, are there enough kata credits

If applicable, are there enough service credits

Does a higher ranked IBF yudansha support this app?

Are you satisfied the grading history is verified?

Are all supporting documents/attachments present?

Is a fee to be paid?  If so – the amount? $

Has the above fee (if applicable) been paid ? Ref/Date:

The Assessment
See grading policy – some testable aspects of grading can be proxied by other skills/knowledge. If applicable simply 
write “proxied (proxy skill)” in the comment column.  For example - Batsugan  (proxied by Go no Sen & Goshin Jitsu)

Criteria to be assessed Mark.% Comment

Knowledge - by panel query and/or essay and/or RPL?
(RPL may include authoring of judo knowledge based publications)

If applicable - on mat skills (Gokyo etc)

If applicable - Contest / randori / batsugan

If applicable – Service

If applicable – Kata 1

If applicable – Kata 2

Panel Deliberations
Panelists MUST also consider and discuss the following . . . Comment

Is the applicant deemed to be a fit and proper person?

Is the applicant of a calibre and character commensurate with 
the mission and ideals of the IBF and its relevant policies?

Do you believe the wider IBF community would vigorously 
support the panel`s decision to approve this grading?

Do you know of any reason why the IBF might reasonably be 
ill-advised to approve this grading? 

Decision – do you recommend that this grading be granted?  (yes/no)  →
Print name Sign Date

If panel is by video link, scan and email this assessment to John Guljas, Director, Judo Department, IBF Oceania (Australia) .

ibfjudodepartment@gmail.com

EVERY panelist must be issued with a grading policy plus this checklist to complete

mailto:ibfjudodepartment@gmail.com


How to Apply for a Dan Grading (current members).

Read the Grading Policy Introduction and the final summation (footnotes), as well as the 
pages addressing the requirements of the grade you are about to apply for.  You should do this to 
gain a clear picture of the IBF`s aims and aspirations as they apply to gradings.  In its efforts to 
continually build the integrity of IBF gradings it will become apparent that IBF gradings are more 
than mere compliance with a “list”, time in grade, contest points or automatic recognition of a grade
awarded by other organisations.  The IBF is the oldest International judo organisation in the world 
outside the Kodokan Institute itself and vigorously guards its reputation for adhering to standards.   
Failure to understand this philosophy constitutes the number one principal reason for failing to gain
an IBF grade.  

Fill in the form completely and legibly and make no assumptions that the IBF might already 
know your details and history.  The IBF may well know, but do not assume such.  Take the time and
effort to afford IBF office bearers the courtesy and respect they have earned and of whom you are 
asking them to afford you when they consider your application.  
Club – if you are not currently a member or a coach of a club, insert your last home club or a club 
you frequently visit.
Sponsor – many dan applicants ARE the club`s senior coach, in which case you should insert the 
name of a person you regard as your mentor or very significant former coach.  You must have 
someone of higher rank who is prepared to vouch for your application and who is prepared to 
personally testify that you are a fit and proper person to hold the relevant rank.  If you cannot name
such a person, speak to the director about possible alternatives.  

Participation and Service history – list significant duties, events attended or qualifications 
earned since your last IBF grading.  Such may include (but not be limited to) Masters events 
attended, courses, clinics and seminars, referee licences earned etc.   If such is an event, list the 
DATE (e.g. PanPac Masters, Nov 2018); if it is an ongoing duty, list a time span (e.g. club coach, 
twice weekly 2018-19   - refereeing State A level, 2018-19 etc)     Contributions to Judo may attract 
service points – so if you have contributed something material you should mention such in this 
section also (e.g. co-authored IBF “Judo Games for Juniors” booklet December 2018).   
Qualifications can be anything somewhat relevant to or beneficial to your club or the IBF broadly – 
concussion courses, Play-By-The-Rules or Leadership courses, coaching courses or ranks earned 
in related arts may all be relevant.  

Panel submission – mostly you will have a clear idea of what you will need to do in front of a 
grading panel either from the Policy Document or by discussion with officers of the IBF.  However 
you still need to list these on the application for the information of other examiners who may be 
sitting on your panel.   By prior arrangement this might very occasionally include written work but 
more commonly will include 1 or more kata, randori or shiai line-ups, gokyo and the like.  
Occasionally it may include kata not required or specified by the policy but submitted for historical 
or technical interest and possible additional grading credits.   

Fees – depending on the grade these are variable – make certain you have discussed this with an 
IBF officer BEFORE you submit your application.   

Grading panels take significant organisational time and effort to convene and their principal duty is 
to assess you as a well prepared judoka; it is not their duty to coach you, or to help you understand
the requirements, nor assist with an incomplete or poorly prepared application.  
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Dan Grading Application – for current IBF members

Use this form if you currently hold an IBF grading and are a current IBF member and have already had an 
interview or email exchange with the director or his nominated representative.  

Your Details

Full name

Residential address

Mailing Address

Date of Birth & (age) Gender

Phone Mb Phone 2

Email IBF Reg#

Current Club

Mentor/Sponsor

Current IBF Grade Grade Date

Fee Paid $ Date/Ref

Your participation and service history since last grading

Hours  involved -  or 
event DATE

Event type (contest, service,
qualification, contribution to 
judo)

Detail *(attach notes if necessary)

Panel Submission on the day

Do you intend to present written 
material / essay?

Y/N Brief detail

Kata 1 -  & partner`s name

Kata 2 - & partner`s name

Kata 3 - & partner`s name

Other  (e.g. Batsugan, additional 
Kata, historical or technical or 
randori display)

I, the applicant, certify that the above 
information is true and correct . . .

Sign Date

Please scan and email this application along with a passport photo & all supporting documents required to :- 

John Guljas, Director, Judo Department, IBF Oceania (Australia)     ibfjudodepartment@gmail.com

mailto:ibfjudodepartment@gmail.com
John Guljas

John Guljas
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Dan Grading Application for judoka not currently a member of IBF

How to use this application

On the first page where you are asked for current positions held, list only those positions of relevance to 
judo.  You may be the president of a PCYC club which hosts your judo, but such is not a judo specific 
position.  Judo positions may include such things as committee or governance positions within the IBF, your 
club or within a parent organisation (e.g. referee commissioner VJU, chair, JNZ coaching committee.
If you convened some event,such should be listed under “Service” - e.g.  “Tournament Director” 2019 
Centralian Judo Championships.   If you created something or authored training materials, list such under 
“Service” , not “Positions held”.  

Example of positions held . . .
Tick end column when evidence has been attached (  )    ↓   

Examples
Ptn:  Convenor Item:  Kosen Seminar 2018 Org:  Atlantis Judo Federation

Ptn:  1st Place Item:  Mens U81Kg Org:  Atlantis 2018 State Titles

Ptn:  Secretary Item:  Referee Commission Org:  Atlantis Judo Federation

Contest and Kata points. 
You should list losses or non-placings in contests as this gives the panel a better picture of your participation 
levels.  10 unsuccessful attempts in a row would not appear to earn points on face value but it says much 
about your character, work ethic and ability to absorb losses and continue striving.  In many circumstances, 
where appropriate, the IBF awards some credit for “participation”.  

Service
You may not yet be an accredited coach but if you have volunteered to take care of newcomers, sweep the 
dojo or do other things in the spirit of mutual benefit then such constitutes service.  

Verification.
Particularly pertinent to contest and kata points is being able to verify them.  In major events such as State 
events, International Opens, PanPacific Masters and other public events well documented, verification may 
not necessarily be needed, particularly where the panel can easily look up results tables on the web or on a 
website.  In such cases the URL of the site will suffice for verification.  If  an event is not public, such as an 
internal club tournament, try to obtain the signature of the convenor, referee, table official or marshal.  
Photographs of presentation ceremonies will also sometimes suffice.  Do not assume that panelists are 
familiar with every event that takes place across the entire nation.  

Scans and photographs.
Resize very large photographs down to a reasonable size. Modern cameras and scanners take very high 
resolution images which can be Megabytes in size and such makes them difficult for panelists to store, 
share, email or print.   800 pixels wide is sufficient to render a clear and readable image of a certificate, 
diploma or licence.  1000 pixels should be an absolute maximum.  Passport photos do not need to be more 
than approximately 500 pixels wide.  If you don`t do this, the grading panel will have to.  Scans and photos 
should be JPG or PNG images only, or PDF.    Editable documents should be WORD DOC, or RTF or ODF.  
Non-editable documents can be any of the above or PDF.  

If you have any special circumstances, special needs, disability or any other factor whatsoever that you 
believe should be brought to the attention of the panel, please attach additional submission(s) as required, or
enter such in the “additional notes” section of any of the appended additional pages (contest/kata/service). 
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         IBF Australia – Judo Division

         Dan Grading Application - non-member

Personal Details
Full Name

Residential 
Address

Phone Mb: Other: 

Email

D.o.b. Gender: 

Club

Coach, mentor or 
nominating sponsor Supporting letter attached?    _

Judo History
Your last 3 grades . . . attach scans of certificates  -      Attached ? (tick ↓ )

Rank: Org: Date:

Rank: Org: Date:

Rank: Org: Date:

Current Position(s) held – read the preceding How-to page before completing.
Since your last grading, list current positions and/or titles held.  Mention the club, committee or organisation with which 
these positions are held.  Such may include (but not be limited to) performance based titles (e.g. Current U66Kg  State 
champ), service positions (e.g. Coach Bansai Judo club), governance (e.g. secretary club committee)

Note: do not include contest results, kata placings, special services rendered or non-judo awards here – see next page

Position or Award Item or Event Organisation or Club Attach ?

John Guljas

John Guljas
New Members



Application  . . .

I am applying for
 (tick    ) 

ShoDan NiDan SanDan YonDan GoDan A Master
grade

(applicants for YonDan and beyond will be contacted
for further panel interaction on receipt of application)

Contest – Shiai ( losses are valid history & attract participation credits )

Result (Win-loss) Opponent + Grade Event Verified by (name/sig or scan)

Contest - Kata
May include non-competitive public displays and demonstrations in which case it must have been sighted by a panel 
member or a video submitted.  If video submitted, enter “video” in end column.  Attach URL of video to this application.

Result (score / place) Kata Host Event Verified by (name/sig or scan)

Service (include any and all services rendered to the judo community at large)

Duty (e.g. Coach, Ref) Detail Years From-to Organisation or Club

Awards
Relevant awards may include Life memberships, club or parent body commendations, youth club or other landlords 
recognising your contributions, community recognition, school certificates of appreciation, volunteer awards, “Best and 
Fairest”, “Ippon of the Day”,  contributions to judo which raises the repute of Judo or you as an ambassador. 

Award Bestowed by Date Attach ?

Additional Contest / Service / Awards sheets are appended to this application for use as needed.  This application, all 
attachments, a portrait (200 to 800 pixels wide) of yourself and the URLs of any videos listed are to be emailed to:

ibfjudodepartment@gmail.com

I, the applicant, certify that 
the above information is 
true and correct

Print name Sign Date

I have attached, or emailed separately, all supporting documents, images and media URLs Initial or Tick →

For the attention of: John Guljas, Director, Judo Department, IBF Oceania (Australia)



Additional Contest History for use with any application

Result (Win-loss) Opponent + Grade Event Verified by (name/sig or scan)

Additional notes: 



Additional Kata History

Result (score / place) Kata Host Event Verified by (name/sig or scan)

Additional notes: 



Additional Service History

Duty (e.g. Coach, Ref) Detail Years From-to Organisation or Club

Additional notes: 



Additional Awards History

Award Bestowed by Date Attach ?

Additional notes: 


